Generations of the Shoah International Newsletter
November 2021

Dear Members and Friends,

GSI mourns the passing of Bob Cohen, husband of Coordinating Council member Dina Cohen. May his memory be a blessing as well as a source of strength.

Michele Gold, daughter of a Kindertransport survivor (2G), has joined the GSI Coordinating Council. She comes to us from the Second Generation Network and the Museum of the Holocaust LA in Los Angeles. Joining our Advisory Group are Michael Newman (3G), CEO of the Association of Jewish Refugees in the UK and Julia Sussman, Managing Director of Youth HEAR (Holocaust Education and Remembrance) in Australia. We welcome them to our extended family!

Please take a moment to read the announcements below. There is an update from the Claims Conference and an announcement from Spain. As always, we have a broad sampling of news articles from around the world which you may find interesting.

Stay safe and be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

From the Claims Conference
First-time pensions have been allotted for 6,500 Holocaust survivors who survived the Leningrad Siege as well as for survivors who were in hiding in France and for those who survived persecution in Romania and who are not currently receiving Shoah-related pensions. The newly negotiated, region-specific pension program is open and currently receiving applications.

Survivors will be entitled to receive a monthly pension of €375 (USD $443) if they satisfy one of the following types of region-specific severe persecution during the Nazi period:

I. were at least three months in the Siege of Leningrad; OR
II. lived between April 1, 1941 and August 31, 1944, at least three months under Axis occupation within the borders of Romania on April 1, 1941; OR
III. lived at least three months in France in hiding, including with access to the outside world. For example, those living in southern France, were able to be out during the day and hid at night when deportations took place.

Child Survivor Fund payments, a symbolic one-time payment of €2,500 (USD $2,930), will also be paid to those who meet the persecution criteria and were born in 1928 or later.

Click here for more.

Spanish authorities are releasing a list of the Hungarian Jews protected from the Nazis by a diplomat nicknamed the “Spanish Schindler”, Ángel Sanz Briz.

US Holocaust Memorial Museum statement condemning the attack on Auschwitz-Birkenau

CONFERENCES

Ethel LeFrak Holocaust Education Conference (Virtual)
Holocaust Education Today: Confronting Extremism, Hate and Denial
November 7 – 10, 2021
The National Catholic Center for Holocaust Education, Greensburg, PA
Non-German Camps during the Holocaust Period (Virtual)
December 7 – 9, 2021
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

20th Annual Council of Holocaust Educators (CHE) Conference [Rescheduled]
Historians of Ourselves: Documenting Life in Unprecedented Times
December 7, 2021 and December 9, 2021  7:00 – 9:00 pm ET
Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

Expanding Perspectives of the Holocaust
March 5 – 8, 2022
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, the University of Texas at Dallas

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

The Warsaw Ghetto: Life in the Midst of Death
November 2, 2021  4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, Virtual

In Remembrance of Kristallnacht:
Teaching Difficult Subjects Creatively Through Art
November 4, 2021  4:00 pm ET
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
To register: michelle.edgar@raranval.edu

Exploring Connections to AAPI History and the Holocaust
November 10, 2021  4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, Virtual

Spotlight on Contemporary Antisemitism
November 12, 2021  9:00 am - 3:00 pm ET
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

How was it Humanly Possible?
November 16, 2021  3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, Virtual

Virtual Tour of the Tenement Museum: An Examination of the Jewish American Post-Holocaust Story
November 23, 2021  4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, Virtual
Testimonies of the Holocaust, Inspiring Change Through Legacy: In-depth Exploration of the voices of Holocaust survivors
November 24, 2021 4:30 – 8:30 pm ET
Centre for Holocaust Education and Scholarship, Ottawa, ON, Canada

Personal and Family Archival Collections: Connecting the Pieces in the Complex Puzzle of the Holocaust Story
December 14 – 15, 2021
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Bioethics, Disease, and the Holocaust
January 3 – 7, 2021
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Please send your paper proposal of no more than 1500 words and a short 150-word biography by January 2022 to: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – November 12, 2021—The Art Center, 1957 Sheridan Rd, Highland Park, IL

Now – January 14, 2022—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Montreal Holocaust Museum exhibit: And in 1948 I came to Canada, The Holocaust in Six Dates. The six dates highlighted in the exhibit are 1933 (Nazi rise to power and anti-Jewish laws), 1939 (Beginning of the war and creation of ghettos), 1941 (Invasion of the USSR and mass murders by mobile killing units), 1942 (Deportation to killing centers), 1943 (Resistance in its various forms), and 1945 (Liberation and the post-war period). Virtual or in-person tours. For information and to book tours: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – January 30, 2022—Union Station, Kansas City, MO

Now – April 29, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.
Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, **Chula Vista, CA**  
*Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust*

November 1, 2021, 5:30 pm ET—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Grunin Theater, **Ocean City, NJ**  
*Screening: Shared Legacy*: crucial historical lessons of Black-Jewish cooperation.

November 1, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Jewish Federation, **Philadelphia, PA**  
*In commemoration of Kristallnacht: Stories from the Violins of Hope Performance*

November 2, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, **Seattle, WA**  
*My Father Was One of the Lucky Ones* with **Ron Gompertz**.

November 3, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, **Bayside, NY**  
*Holocaust Speaker Series* **Tom Schaumberg**

November 3, 2021, 5:30 pm ET—Yeshiva University, 500 West 185th Street, **New York, NY**  
*Tapestry Tour with Ted Comet: An Interactive Virtual Experience*: tapestries woven by his late wife, Shoshana Comet, Holocaust survivor, psychotherapist, and artist.

November 3, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education (Chhnge), **Lincroft, NJ**  
*Virtual Gala* featuring Holocaust survivor **Ruth Westheimer**.

November 3, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Stamford Jewish Film Festival, **Stamford, CT**  
*A Starry Sky Above The Roman Ghetto*.  
*In-Person Film Screening: Wednesday, Nov. 3 · 7:30 p.m.* at the Stamford JCC.  
*Virtual Film Screening: Friday, Nov. 5 – Sunday, Nov. 7*  
Q&A via Zoom on Sunday, November 7 at 11 am.

November 4, 2021, 2:00 pm GMT—Belsize Square Synagogue, **London NW3, UK**  
*In-person and live-streamed: Kristallnacht Commemoration* with Peter Summerfield BEM, who will recount his memories of Kristallnacht and **Judith Hayman**, who will talk about her mother's experience of that night. RSVP to **susan@ajr.org.uk**.

November 4, 2021, 3:15 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, **Union, NJ**  
*Online program: ‘Indecent’, ‘Forbidden’, ‘Taboo’: Representing Lesbians in Fiction about the Holocaust/Nazi Era* featuring **Dr. Emma Venables**. Email **coykends@kean.edu** to register.

November 4, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—YIVO, **New York, NY**  
*Introduction to the YIVO Cernia Slovin Online Museum exhibit Beba Epstein: The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Girl*. For information: **tarneyd@queens.edu**.

November 4, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—TOLI, **New York, NY**  
*Holocaust Restitution: The Struggle Continues.*
November 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Sweet Noise: Love in Wartime*, a discussion with 2G author and photographer Max Hirshfeld, and Jacqueline Kott-Wolle, a fellow artist and daughter of Holocaust survivors.

November 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
*Second Generation: Children No More!* Dr. Jenni Frumer will facilitate a discussion about the issues of aging and the experience of children of Holocaust survivors. Virtual. Fee.

November 7 – 28, 2021—Project Zug, Jerusalem, Israel
*Theology and Ethics After the Holocaust* with Rabbi Yitz Greenberg, 4 sessions.

November 7, 2021, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA
*Art and the Holocaust: Capturing Beauty, Brutality, Hope*

November 7, 2021, 11:30 am PT—Temple Beth Sholom and Virtual, Las Vegas, NV
Community **Kristallnacht Commemoration**. For more: genshoah1@cox.net.

November 7, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants, Burlington, MA
*How the Holocaust Impacts on Our Lives Today and Why Our Gatherings Mean So Much To Us* with Dr. Irit Felsen. Additional remarks by Stefanie Seltzer, Max Arpels-Lezer and Daisy Miller.

November 7, 2021, 1:00 pm CT—Minnesota Jewish Genealogical Society, Minneapolis, MN
*Out of the Whirlwind: Finding Your Family Lost in the Holocaust* with Deborah Long.

November 7, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Polin Museum, Warsaw, Poland
Online program **Meet the Family: Jan Marcin Szancer**. Elizabeth Szancer will explore the legacy of her illustrious cousin Jan Marcin Szancer in conversation with Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett.

November 7, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Shalom Aleichem Institute, West Bloomfield, MI
*Jewish Connections of the Detroit Institute of Art*, including art taken by the Nazis, with Barbara Cohn.

November 7, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Generation After DC, Washington, DC
*The Nazis Called it Kristallnacht*. Virtual commemoration will feature survivor testimony by Susan Warsinger, discussions of the events in Germany by Dr. Michael Brenner of American University; in Vienna, Austria, and by Dr. Ilana Offenberger of the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth, and in Czechoslovakia by Lukas Pribyl, Counsellor at the Embassy of the Czech Republic in Washington, DC. RSVP to receive a Zoom link.

November 7, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Marcus JCC, Atlanta, GA
*Arts & Authors: Lucy Adlington, The Dressmakers of Auschwitz: The True Story of the Women Who Sewed to Survive.*
Just November 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Washington, DC**

November 8, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—St. Elizabeth University, **Morristown, NJ**
**Kristallnacht Commemoration**: screening of *A Holocaust Journey: Lessons We Learned* will be followed by a panel discussion detailing the making of the film and sharing the experiences of some of the participants.

November 9, 2021, 11:00 am ET—YI Love Jewish, **Coral Springs, FL**
**Remembering Kristallnacht: A lecture by Robert Watson**

November 9, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida, **Maitland, FL**
**In My Own Words** with **Betty Grebenschikoff**, Holocaust survivor, and her daughter, **Jennifer R. Grebenschikoff**.

November 9, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, **Pittsburgh, PA**
*"Kristallnacht: A Teachable Moment"* with Echoes & Reflections: Interactive Student Session

November 9, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YI Love Jewish, **Coral Springs, FL**
**Interview with Marty Levin: Krystallnacht Series Art**.

November 9, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, **Madison, NJ**
**Virtual Kristallnacht Commemoration: What the Living Remember**, featuring 2G author **Dr. Nancy Gerber**.

November 9, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Kean University, **Union, NJ**
**Kristallnacht Commemorative Program**: an afternoon of poetry and conversation with **Grzegorz Kwiatkowski** and **Dr. Joanna Sliwa**.

November 9, 2021, 4:00 pm ET
November 16, 2021, 4:00 pm ET
November 23, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, **Pittsburgh, PA**
**Weekly Book Discussion, People Love Dead Jews, Reports from a Haunted Present** by Dara Horn, with **Dr. Josh Andy**.

November 9, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
On-site and virtual **Kristallnacht Commemoration**.

November 9, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, **Johannesburg, South Africa**
**Kristallnacht**: **From Humanitarian Relief to Holocaust Rescue: Tracy Strong Jr. and Le Chambon-sur-Lignon** with **Christopher Browning**.
November 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Centre for Holocaust Education and Scholarship, Carleton University, Ottawa, ON, Canada
Holocaust Education Month opening night in commemoration of Kristallnacht: All in the Telling with Canadian actor Saul Rubinek.

November 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Stockton University, Galloway, NJ
Kristallnacht Lecture (Zoom): The November Pogrom of 1938 with Professor Michael Hayse. Program will include information obtained from oral history testimonies of South Jersey Holocaust survivors and the latest findings of the “Holocaust Survivors of South Jersey Project and Exhibition.” New Jersey educators can receive 2.0 professional development hours. For more: Gail.Rosenthal@stockton.edu

November 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Baltimore Jewish Council, Baltimore, MD
Kristallnacht Community Commemoration: Dr. Joshua Shanes, Associate Director of Jewish Studies at the College of Charleston, will discuss the history and origins of pogroms, detail the tragedy of Kristallnacht, and discuss America’s own history of pogroms.

November 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—YI Love Jewish, Coral Springs, FL
The Education of Herschel Gryszpan by Yale Strom, a dramatization about the events that triggered World War II.

November 9, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Wallace All Faiths Chapel, Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
Commemoration of Kristallnacht. Reflections by Glenn Kurtz, Ph.D., author of Three Minutes in Poland.

November 9, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY

November 9, 2021, 9:00 pm ET—YI Love Jewish, Coral Springs, FL
G-d and the Holocaust: A Commemoration Concert featuring the talents of Maestro Aaron Kula and his Klezmer Company Jazz Orchestra and Avi Hoffman.

November 10, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, North Branch, NJ
Virtual International Kristallnacht Commemoration in conjunction with the exhibit And in 1948, I Came to Canada: The Holocaust in Six Dates. Event features Holocaust survivor Elie Dawang.

November 10, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
Holocaust Speaker Series Al Miller and Steve Coppel.

November 10, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
November 10, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Wagner College, **Staten Island, NY**  
**6th Annual Egon J. Salmon Kristallnacht Commemoration** - Holocaust Center (wagner.edu).  
Guest speaker: **Lore Baer Azaria**, Holocaust survivor and art therapist.

November 10, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, **Lincroft, NJ**  
**Resilience in the Face of Impossible Odds: Jewish WWI Veterans in the November Pogrom**  
with **Michael Geheran**, Assistant Professor of History and Deputy Director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at the United States Military Academy at West Point.

November 10, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Change, Brookdale Community College, **Lincroft, NJ**  
**Resilience in the Face of Impossible Odds: Jewish WWI Veterans in the November Pogrom**  
with **Michael Geheran**, Assistant Professor of History and Deputy Director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at the United States Military Academy at West Point.

November 11, 2021, 12:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**  
Virtual Program: Lunch & Learn: **Spiritual Resistance During the Holocaust - Virtual Tour**.

November 11, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—United Nations, **New York, NY**  
Virtual event: **Stories from the Violins of Hope**.

November 11, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, **New York, NY**  
**Book talk: Man of the Futures: The Story of Leo Melamed**

November 11, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, **Pittsburgh, PA**  
**Muranow. Post film discussion** with Natalia Aleksiun and Chen Shelach film director. The Muranow neighborhood in Warsaw was a flourishing and important Jewish center. During World War II the neighborhood was turned into the Warsaw Ghetto.

November 12, 2021, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, **Phoenix, AZ**  
**I’m Alive Because of My Mom** with Holocaust survivor **Arthur Rothstein**.  
RSVP to afusco@azjhs.org.

November 14, 2021, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture and Remembrance, **Carlsbad, CA**  
**In Memory’s Kitchen: A Legacy from the Women of Terezin**.

November 14, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, **White Plains, NY**  
**Kristallnacht Commemoration: Holocaust Memory and Racial Healing** with **Susan Neiman**, author of **Learning from the Germans: Race and the Memory of Evil**. For more information: sgoldberg@hhrecny.org

November 14, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, **Galilee, Israel**  
2nd in the **Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust** series: **Hiding Places** with guest speakers Prof. Dienke Hondius / Prof. Kiene Brillenburg Wurth.

November 14, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, **Greenlawn, NY**  
**Film and discussion: The Legacy of Aristides**. (Film available Nov 12 – 15) Bilingual dialogue with the filmmaker, **Patrick Séraudie** in conversation with two of the subjects of the film: **Gerald Mendes**, grandson of Aristides de Sousa Mendes, and **Cookie Fischer**, whose mother was a Sousa Mendes visa recipient.
November 14, 2021, 3:00 pm ET — CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN
The Survival of the Spektor Sisters: A Testament to the Righteous: the saga of how four sisters - including the speaker's 100-year-old grandmother Clara Grossman - survived in Poland by hiding in the homes of various non-Jews, with Cantor Michael Zoosman (Zoom). 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

November 14, 2021, 5:00 pm PT — Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Event: Screening of the documentary short film Colette and discussion on resilience with Dr. Yonit Hoffman (2G), director of JCFS Chicago's Holocaust Services program. Fees.

November 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET — Centre for Holocaust Education and Scholarship, Ottawa, ON, Canada
The Shadow of the Holocaust on the lives of descendants of survivors – is it possible to move beyond its grip? A presentation by Helen Epstein.

November 14, 2021, 20:00 SAST — Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Johannesburg, South Africa
The Invisible Years: Hiding Places: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust.

November 16, 2021, Noon CT — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual lunch & learn: My Family’s History: Jewish Victims and Fighters During the Holocaust in the East with Eric Benjaminson.

November 16, 2021, 12:00 pm PT — Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Concentration Camps before Nazi Germany with Andrea Pitzer.

November 16, 2021, 7:00 pm CT — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual "One Museum, One Book" Book Club: Train with author Danny M. Cohen. Over ten days in 1943 Berlin, six teenagers witness and try to escape Nazi round-ups.

November 17, 2021, 8:00 am ET — UJA New York, New York, NY
Theresienstadt: Behind Artists’ Stories: virtual access to Yad Vashem’s collection of work by Jewish artists who perished in the Theresienstadt ghetto.

November 17, 2021, 1:00 pm ET — YIVO, New York, NY
Nazism, Neo-Nazism and Music; explore how German Nazis used music to help facilitate mass murder during the Holocaust and how neo-Nazism became entangled with various music.

November 17, 2021, 6:00 pm CT — Phoenix Holocaust Association, Phoenix, AZ
Interview: My Nazi Grandfather: A Mother’s Dying Wish Becomes Her Daughter’s Nightmare.

November 17, 2021, 7:00 pm ET — Generation to Generation, Boynton Beach, FL
November 18, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL. Virtual & on-site Book & Author: *The House of Fragile Things: Jewish Art Collectors and the Fall of France* with author James McAuley. Fees.

November 20, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, Union, NJ. Online program: Murray Pantirer Annual Scholar Lecture featuring Dr. Déborah Dwork. Email coykends@kean.edu to register.


November 30, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY. Book talk: *In the Midst of Civilized Europe: the Pogroms of 1918-1921 and the Onset of the Holocaust*.

December 5, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, Galilee, Israel. 3rd and final part of the series *Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust: Moving Memories* with guest speakers Kira Dane / Katelyn Rebelo / Carmen Fernald.

December 5, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN. *Nobody Wants Us* with Laura Seltzer-Duny. The story of three teenagers and their families hoping to make it safely onto American soil after escaping the Nazi invasion of Europe. 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

December 7, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA. *Searching for Survivors: The Fate of the St. Louis Passengers* with Scott Miller.

December 8, 2021, 10:00 am PT—YIVO, New York, NY. *Beba Epstein: The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Girl*.


December 21, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA. *Remembering Felicia: The Son of an Auschwitz Survivor Shares her Story* with Matthew Erlich.

December 23, 2021 – February 27, 2022—Clark County Library, Las Vegas, NV. Exhibit: *How Did You Survive?* For more information: genshoah@gmail.com.

January 4, 2022, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA. *My Soul is Filled with Joy: A Holocaust Story* with Karen Treiger.
January 11, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—3G NY Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, New York, NY
(3G) Amy Spitalnick and the work of Integrity First for America. Integrity First for America (IFA), a nonpartisan nonprofit dedicated to defending democratic principles, is suing the neo-Nazis, white supremacists and hate groups responsible for the attack on Charlottesville in 2017. Their groundbreaking case, Sines v. Kessler, is the only active lawsuit taking on the vast leadership of the white supremacist movement.

January 18, 2022, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
The Dressmakers of Auschwitz: The True Story of the Women Who Sewed to Survive with Lucy Adlington.

February 1, 2022, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
The Holocaust through Muslim Eyes with Dr. Mehnaz Afridi.

February 15, 2022, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Leo’s Journey—In My Father’s Words with Richard Lowy.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters

Action Reconciliation Service for Peace
Arolsen Archives October 21, 2021
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Wiener Library
Yad Vashem October 4, 2021
Yad Vashem October 11, 2021
Yad Vashem October 20, 2021
Yad Vashem October 25, 2021

FYI... Yad Vashem has a postdoctoral research fellowship program 2022-2023

FYI... The International March of the Living is proud to continue its Global Campaign of Unity “Let There Be Light,” encouraging all to unite in solidarity against antisemitism, racism, hatred and intolerance by keeping the lights on in Houses of Worship, public institutions and private homes around the world on the night of November 9th. Last year, the 2020 Campaign reached millions around the world, brought together over 700 Houses of Worship of all faiths and institutions and partners from over 75 countries. The campaign was featured in over 120 news outlets worldwide. Our message of spreading light over the darkness of hate was displayed on the façade of the Coventry Cathedral in the United Kingdom and on the walls of the Old City in Jerusalem.
As we launch our 2021 campaign, we are asking you to join us in this important and meaningful commemorative project. In our shared mission to fight antisemitism and hatred. Facebook is an official partner of our multi-faith global campaign. See remarks from Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg. Starting November 1, visit www.motl.org/let-there-be-light to submit your name as an individual, House of Worship, private or public institution. Please share information about the campaign widely with your communities. You will find a press packet with graphics and other information for your use by clicking here. If you have any questions, email liz@motmail.org or monise@motlmail.org.

FYI… The Hadar Institute has a new course: Theology and Ethics After the Holocaust

FYI… Classrooms Without Borders offers several Holocaust related travel tours. Click for more on the tour of Italy (informational meeting on November 7th at 1:00 pm ET) and Poland (informational meeting on November 14, 2021 at 1:00 pm ET).

FYI… Preserving the Holocaust will be showing at the UK Jewish Film Festival online from November 5 – 18, 2021.

FYI… On October 3, 2021, nearly 100 Second Generation and other community members joined the launch of “2G at Holocaust Museum LA,” our new Second Generation Network. Children of Holocaust survivors and their families heard from Israeli Consul for Public Diplomacy Jonathan Bar-El, Honorary Director of Holocaust Museum LA and 2G Chair Michele Gold, 2G Chair Klara Firestone, Monise Neumann from International March of the Living, and Los Angeles City Controller Ron Galperin (who is also 2G). Holocaust Museum LA looks forward to building on this enthusiasm in the Second Generation community. The museum will be offering educational gatherings, speaker trainings, memoir writing workshops, genealogy research, and opportunities to volunteer as docents and ambassadors. They are also planning a 2G/3G trip to the 2023 International March of the Living in Poland.

For more information or to be placed on the 2G Network mailing list, please visit https://www.holocaustmuseumla.org/2g-3g or contact Michael Morgenstern at michael@hmla.org.

FYI… Looking for whereabouts or information regarding Emil Farkas, born 1929, and Dezider Farkas, born 1925, who were in Novaky 1942 to 1945 and who led the children in secret singing groups. Would like to make contact and offer thanks. Child Novaky survivor Aleska Mullerova. Email aleskamueller@gmail.com

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them.

August 12, 2021: The Ghost Army of World War II featuring author Rick Beyer
September 1, 2021: A Girl Lost, A Diary Found: Life in the Lodz Ghetto – Special Exhibit Opening
September 23 - 30, 2021: Concert Commemorating the 80th Anniversary of the Babi Yar Tragedy
September 23, 2021: All The Frequent Troubles Of Our Days: The True Story of the American Woman At The Heart Of The German Resistance To Hitler.

September 30, 2021: Holocaust by Bullets: The Early Collaboration to Wipe Out Europe’s Jews

October 4, 2021: My Life in 3D: A conversation with Holocaust Survivor Fania Wedro

October 5, 2021: The Surprising Global Legacy of Anne Frank

October 5, 2021: Hank Greenspan Colloquium

October 6, 2021: First Person: Esther Starobin: Survivor’s parents trusted strangers to save her

October 6, 2021: Restitution After WWII: Suing Hitler's Business Partners - With Professor Michael Bazyler, Chapman University

October 6, 2021: Professor Timothy Snyder: The Holocaust and Lessons for Today

October 6, 2021: Reflections from Fifty Years of Listening to Holocaust Survivors: Contrarian Views

October 7, 2021: The "Sonderkommando" Uprising in Auschwitz-Birkenau. October 7, 1944

October 10, 2021: Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust

October 12, 2021: Honoring Elie Wiesel

October 13, 2021: Remembering the Nazi’s First Victims of Mass Murder

October 13, 2021: The Intergenerational Transmission of Injustice

October 13, 2021: Walking in the Steps of our Grandparents: A Virtual Panel Discussion with Grandchildren of Holocaust Survivors Traveling Abroad to Explore our Shared History

October 19, 2021: My Family’s Story: Survival, Escape, and Immigration with Daphna Robon

October 24, 2021: Testimony and Trauma

October 25, 2021: Nazi Thieves, Looted Art, and Stolen Legacies

October 25, 2021: Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World session 2

October 26, 2021: The Ravine: A Family, a Photograph, a Massacre Revealed

October 26, 2021: Becoming a Holocaust Educator

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society

Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles

Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum

Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous

Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre

Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center

Click here for past programs from Liberation 75

Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs

Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.

Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs

Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center

Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute

Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library

Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs

Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.

Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.

Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University

Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International

Rising threat of Holocaust distortion requires urgent international response

Holocaust Survivors finally return to March of the Living

Nuremberg documents are now digitally available 75 years after trial

6,500 Holocaust survivors to receive pension from Germany for first time
60 years ago, we saw the face of evil
Don’t base Israeli-German ties only on the Holocaust - opinion
‘Never again’ means rejecting silence in the face of evil
Antisemitism still common in the EU: study | DW | 14.10.2021
International Leaders at Antisemitism Forum in Sweden Confront Distortion, Abuse of Holocaust
UNESCO joins pledges to strengthen global Holocaust education at Malmö International Forum
Holocaust Forum Focuses On Social Media Role In Antisemitism
Holocaust forum looks at social media’s role in antisemitism
Human Rights Activist Sharansky Warns of ‘Efforts to Erase Memory of the Holocaust’ on 80th Anniversary of Babi Yar Massacre
80 years since Babi Yar: Making sure the Holocaust is not forgotten
A courageous American woman led the largest resistance group in Nazi Germany
German-EU-Israel Relations Are Important — and Not Just Because of the Holocaust
Polish Foreign Ministry Furious After UK Denies Entry to Far-Right Writer Who Called Holocaust a ‘Myth’
After intervention, son of WWII Japanese envoy who rescued Jews gets Israel visa
France/Poland: a “Jewish house” in an open-air museum (skansen) in Alsace, France joins similar Jewish houses in the open-air museum in Sanok, Poland
Netflix’s new series on Spanish Nazi hunters: Separating fact from fiction
Canadian Soldier Turned Neo-Nazi Terrorist Sentenced to Nine Years in US Prison

Argentina
Jews, Christians and Muslims come together to paint over swastikas in Argentinian Jewish cemetery

Australia
Holocaust survivor-author Eddie Jaku dies in Sydney aged 101
‘Beacon of hope’: Holocaust survivor and peace campaigner Eddie Jaku dies at 101
Happiest Man on Earth: Holocaust survivor Eddie Jaku dies aged 101
Holocaust survivor Eddie Jaku has died
Australian Holocaust survivor Eddie Jaku dies
Holocaust survivor who called himself ‘The Happiest Man on Earth’ dies at 101
Australia embraces the IHRA definition of antisemitism
Jewish Groups Praise Australia’s Adoption of Leading Definition of Antisemitism
What to make of the legacy of Holocaust survivors
Australian Watchdog Group Denounces Local Auction of Nazi Memorabilia: ‘Hitler Would Be Applauding Them’

Austria
Austria faces up to Nazi past in new exhibition at Auschwitz
The Star Austrian Poet's Tragic and Forgotten Jewish “Muse”

Belgium
Belgian Holocaust survivor acts out his story on stage to mark 90th birthday

Brazil
Rio De Janeiro Police Discover $3.2 Million Nazi Memorabilia Collection During Arrest Of Alleged Pedophile
Brazil police find 3 mln euro Nazi haul at home of suspected pedophile

Canada
Toronto Law Prof Compares Jewish Judge to Nazi Figure
Toronto Law Prof Apologizes after Linking Jewish Judge to Nazi Figure

Chile
Chilean newspaper draws outrage with tribute to Nazi leader Hermann Göring
Chilean Newspaper Condemned for Tribute to Gestapo Founder Hermann Göring

Czech Republic
Ornate Medieval Shield Looted by the Nazis Will Be Returned to the Czech Republic

Denmark
Holocaust forum looks at social media's role in antisemitism

France
Police Chief From A Small Town In France To Be Named Righteous Among The Nations For Saving Jews During The Holocaust
Mireille Knoll, Holocaust Survivor Murdered in Brutal Antisemitic Attack, Honored in Paris Street-Naming Ceremony
‘This Hatred Can Only Be Antisemitism’: Trial Opens in Paris of Two Men Charged With Brutal Murder of Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll
‘How Could They Have Murdered This Angel?’: Son of Murdered Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll Delivers Impassioned Testimony at Trial of Accused Antisemitic Killers
A far-right Jew could make political history in France. Many French Jews say he’s dangerous.
The House of Fragile Things

Germany

More Holocaust Survivors To Receive Pensions From German Government
Germany Sets Aside an Additional $767 Million for Holocaust Survivors, Officials Say
How Holocaust Perpetrators Are Prosecuted In Germany
Too Many Nazi Criminals Are Convicted And Sentenced But Do No Times
100-Year-Old Former Nazi Camp Guard Goes On Trial In Germany

Concentration Camp Guard to Stand Trial for 3,518 Murders Between 1942 and 1945
A 100-year-old former Nazi guard has gone on trial, facing charges for 3,518 deaths
100-year-old former Nazi camp guard ‘will not speak” about allegations at trial, lawyer says

Ex-Nazi Camp Guard Tells German Court He Is Innocent, Insists He 'Knows Nothing'

100-Year-Old Denies Being Accessory To Murder At Nazi Camp

Nazi Stutthof camp secretary flees as German trial starts
96-year-old woman who fled Nazi war crimes trial is found

Former Nazi Camp Secretary, 96, Caught After Skipping Trial
Former Nazi Death Camp Secretary, 96, Who Fled Trial Recaptured
German Nazi War Crimes Suspect, 96, Who Went on the Run Goes on Trial
96-year-old German woman released after going on the run to skip Nazi war crimes trial

German Nazi war crimes suspect, 96, who went on the run goes on trial
A 96-year-old former Nazi secretary is on trial for charges related to complicity in 11,000 deaths in Germany, weeks after trying to flee retirement home

Ex-Nazi Camp Secretary, 96, Appears In Court For Indictment

96-year-pld German woman tried for atrocities at WWII Nazi camp

Prosecution at trial of Nazi camp secretary: Gas chamber cries 'clearly audible'
Concentration camp secretary charged over complicity with mass murder 'typed up execution orders'
80 years after Babi Yar, lawyer seeks trial for last living alleged perpetrator

80 years after Babyn Yar Holocaust massacre, a German lawyer seeks trial for last living alleged perpetrator

16-Year-Old Suspected of Assaulting Jewish Victim at Antisemitism Vigil in Germany, Plays Jew Hater in Holocaust Movie

Pack Up Your Star’: German Jewish Musician Told to Hide Star of David to Check in to Leipzig Hotel
Man wearing Star of David says he was denied check-in at German hotel

Hundreds protest German hotel after Jewish celebrity says he was denied room over Star of David pendant

Hundreds Demonstrate Outside Leipzig Hotel in Solidarity With German Jewish Singer Told to ‘Pack’ His Star of David

German Foreign Minister Lambasts Alleged Antisemitic Insult to Jewish Singer

Westin Hotel in Germany Accused of Discriminating Against Jewish Singer Hired Neo-Nazi Security Firm to Guard Against Demonstrators

‘Target of Hate Messages, Threats’: German Jewish Singer Files Complaint After Alleged Incident at Leipzig Hotel

Terrible Mistake: German Neo-Nazi’s ashes Buried In Jewish Scholar’s Plot

Holocaust denying neo-Nazi’s remains were buried in a Jewish man’s grave in Germany

Neo-Nazi’s ashes buried in Jewish musician’s plot in Germany

Neo-Nazi’s Burial In Jewish Gravesite Causes Stir In Germany

Hungary

A Rare Glimpse of Jewish Schools in Hungary after the Holocaust

Israel

German Chancellor at Holocaust memorial: 'Fighting antisemitism is a German obligation'

Angela Merkel makes final state visit to Israel's Holocaust memorial

Israel, Germany agree to add NIS 20 million to Holocaust survivors’ stipends

Jerusalem dedicates square to Japanese diplomat who saved thousands of Jews

Nobuke Sugihara speaking about his Iconic Father Chuine who saved thousands of Jews in the Holocaust

81 Years Later, Chiune Sugihara's Humanity Continues To Enable New Lives

Israel’s National Library to display notebooks of mysterious scholar who taught Elie Wiesel, Emmanuel Levinas

Elie Wiesel’s Haunting, Mysterious and Brilliant Master

Microbiologist and Holocaust hero David Sompolinsky dies at 100

Shira Haas Eulogizes Her Holocaust Survivor Grandmother

'Shtisel' Actress Shira Haas Eulogizes Her Holocaust Survivor Grandmother

The man who’s seen more than 400 Holocaust movies — almost every one ever made — has some takeaways
**Italy**

Leading mayoral candidate in Rome apologizes for Holocaust comments decried as antisemitic
Leading Rome mayoral candidate apologizes for Holocaust comments
Pressure mounts in Italy to dissolve neo-fascist group after riots
Italian police recover Nazi-looted drawings offered online
Jewish group in Italy denounces fascist salutes at Lazio soccer stadium

**Japan**

Nazi-Themed Nightclub in Japan Shut Down Amid Uproar

**Latvia**

Latvia grants Holocaust restitution — while insisting it’s not at fault

**Netherlands**

If Steven Spielberg had known about this Dutch hero, he wouldn’t have made ‘Schindler’s List’ -- The Dutch Rescuer of Jews Who Out-Schindlered Schindler
Dutch Reform rabbi says COVID-19 policies remind her of Nazi Germany

**Poland**

Auschwitz-Birkenau Site Vandalized With Antisemitic, Holocaust Denial Graffiti
Anti-Semitic and Holocaust-denying graffiti found at Auschwitz
Auschwitz museum hit with antisemitic graffiti
Antisemitic graffiti found on Auschwitz Nazi death camp barracks
Nine barracks at Auschwitz death camp were vandalized with antisemitic, Holocaust-denying phrases
Auschwitz Barracks Defaced With Graffiti In English And German
Authorities are investigating antisemitic graffiti found on Auschwitz barracks
Sites where Germans killed Jews are dedicated in Poland
How science is helping unearth an 80-year-old Holocaust mystery
Award-winning Polish director takes on WWII pogrom of Jews in latest film
Holocaust commemoration events in Poland despite crisis with Israel
Polish Foreign Ministry Furious After UK Denies Entry to Far-Right Writer Who Called Holocaust a ‘Myth’

**Portugal**

Portugal honors envoy who saved thousands from Nazis with National Pantheon tomb
Brief / Portugal honors diplomat who saved Jews from Nazis
Portugal Honors Diplomat Who Saved Thousands From Nazis
Portuguese diplomat who saved thousands of Jews during the Holocaust receives posthumous honor
The Untold Story of the Portuguese Diplomat Who Saved Thousands From the Nazis
This Portuguese Diplomat Was Disgraced For Saving Jews

Slovakia
Aron Grunhut: A Jewish Hero who Rescued 1,350 Jews

Spain
The ‘Spanish Schindler’ saved 5,200 Jews during the Holocaust. Now Spain wants to find their descendants.
Searching for Jews Saved by the Angel of Budapest

Sweden
Prime Minister, King and Queen are Among First to Engage with Swedish Dimensions In Testimony
‘Holocaust was a scam’ projected on Swedish synagogue during antisemitism summit
Swedish education agency recommends exercise that has students argue the Holocaust never happened

Switzerland
A Nazi Legacy Haunts a Museum’s New Galleries

UK
Exclusive: ‘British Schindler’ who saved 10,000 Jews deserves honour
British Oskar Schindler may finally get official recognition for saving thousands of Jews
My Mother's Trauma of the Kindertransport
When the British Legion cosied up to Hitler and praised Dachau
Why Did So Many Nazis Escape Justice?
Imperial War Museum Holocaust Galleries review – history’s greatest horror
Holocaust survivors ‘come home’ to Essex hostel
Oswald Mosley’s grandson joins reunion of 43 Group survivors
Holocaust survivor who saved her sister from Josef Mengele, endured random death 'selections' and was forced to sort through victim's belongings reveals horrifying reality of life at Auschwitz
‘My mother saved my life – by handing me over to Mengele’
Saved in Auschwitz by their needles
At Ravensbruck, Mala Tribich’s moment was for all of us
'Never sold a painting in his life – but died worth $100m’: the incredible story of Boris Lurie

‘Learning my father’s Shoah testimony years later was almost cathartic’

James Brokenshire Cared Deeply About Holocaust Education

The Story of ‘Paddington Bear’ Was Inspired by the Kindertransport Children

UK photographer captures haunting scenes of Holocaust’s lasting imprint

Jewish anti-fascist film thought destroyed by Nazis gets world premiere

Treasured Jewish film Nazis tried to destroy shown after almost 90 years

Colin Firth to Star as MI5 Agent Who Concocted One of the Most Extraordinary Deceptions of WWII — Operation MINCEMEAT

London Neo-Nazi Soccer Hooligans Put Up Antisemitic ‘Achtung Juden!’ Poster Taunting Rival Team

Synagogue in Manchester, England Hit by Antisemitic ‘Zoombombing,’ Disrupting Virtual Prayer Service With Swastikas

Soccer coach compares team’s poor performance to Holocaust, apologizes

Ukraine

80 Years Since Babi Yar: Making Sure the Holocaust Is Not Forgotten

5 Facts About Babi Yar

80 years later, and after several failed projects, Ukraine inaugurates historic memorial to Babyn Yar victims

Names, testimonies of Nazis in Babi Yar massacre released 80 years on

Ukrainians unearth hiding places of Jews in city sewers during Nazi Holocaust

Inspired by a 2011 movie, Ukrainian researchers have found the sewer where dozens of Jews escaped the Nazis

Inspired by a 2011 movie, Ukrainian researchers have found the Lviv sewer where dozens of Jews escaped the Nazis

A Tech-Savvy Holocaust Memorial in Ukraine Draws Critics and Crowds

Russian-funded ‘Holocaust Disneyland’ stirs fears and suspicions in Ukraine

A Massacre in Babyn Yar Park, a Miracle Survivor, and a Stash of Letters

USA

It's time to talk about the other Holocaust—the Holocaust by bullets | Opinion

Blinken says Jewish stepfather used Babi Yar to counter Soviet Holocaust denial

Neal Sher, US Government’s Leading Nazi Hunter Dies at 74

Neal Sher, Nazi hunter and former AIPAC director, dies at 74

Neal Sher, who helped deport dozens of Nazis from US, dies at 74
The 2021 Supreme Court’s Jewish issues: Abortion, church-state separation, a painting stolen by Nazis — and the court itself

Stop comparing everything you hate to the Holocaust

Stop Comparing Things to the Holocaust (11th Hour)

Stop Comparing Everything to the Holocaust

Post From Community Statement On Holocaust Comparisons

Ted Cruz Asks Merrick Garland If 'Nazi Salutes' Are a Form of Protected Free Speech

Ted Cruz defends using a Nazi salute to protest COVID-19 public health measures

The problem with Ted Cruz’s defense of a Nazi salute

GOP Rep. Marjorie Taylor Green invokes Nazis...yet again


Alaska Mayor Defends Use of Holocaust Imagery by Mandate Protesters

Anchorage mayor defends anti-maskers who wore yellow Stars of David in protest

Anchorage Mayor Apologizes for Defending Appropriation of Holocaust Imagery by COVID-19 Vaccine Opponents

Mayor Apologizes For Backing Mask Critics’ Holocaust Imagery

Anchorage mayor urges calm in mask debate, apologizes for Holocaust statement

Murkowski bemoans surge of covid cases in Alaska, decries Nazi references about mask mandate.

Lisa Murkowski Rips Mask Mandate Nazi Comparisons Amid Alaska’s Startling COVID rates

Jewish leaders decry use of Holocaust symbolism to protest Anchorage mask ordinance

'Appalling': Scholars say Holocaust symbol has no place in Anchorage mask debate

News / Alaskans rally around Jewish museum, $5,000 reward offered to find perpetrator of graffiti

COVID Holocaust comparisons in Douglas County

Misuse of Holocaust imagery further divides us in pandemic

Red Bluff teacher goes viral for comparing Holocaust to vaccine mandates

Candidate Kris Kittell Shares Social Media Posts With Holocaust References

Left-Wing Activist Slammed by Jewish Org for Claiming Attention Is Only Paid to the Holocaust Because Victims Were European

Lawsuit over Charlottesville 'Unite the Right' rally has crippled white supremacist groups, leaders

Jewish Lawyers to Lead Charlottesville Trial Against White Supremacists

Neo-Nazi organizers of Charlottesville being financially wrecked by lawsuit

Opening statements kick off in civil trial over deadly ‘Unite the Right’ rally

An 86-year-old Holocaust survivor called out Joe Rogan after his remarks about vaccine mandates.
Legislative Leaders Condemn Hitler, Holocaust Rhetoric in Bipartisan Statement

Neo-Nazi Convicted on Charges of Threatening Journalists, ADL Employee: ‘You Have Been Visited by Your Local Nazis’

Alleged leader of neo-Nazi group convicted of five felonies for threatening journalists and activists

Seb Gorka, neo-Nazi adjacent Trump lackey, gets Virginia gubernatorial candidate to come on his show

Senate candidate Herschel Walker cancels fundraiser over host’s anti-vax swastika profile picture

New York Times Guest Essayist Compared Israel to Nazi Germany Over 100 Times

He Fought the Nazis, Survived the Communists, and Just Celebrated his 100th Birthday in Brooklyn

Now 96, He Lived Through The Nazi Occupation Of Poland: 'I Am Surviving'

Holocaust survivor to receive French Legion of Honor

Houston woman who survived internment camp during Holocaust to receive France’s highest civilian honor at local museum

Honoring the life and legacy of Judy Alexis Mack

Edith M. Cord, a Holocaust survivor who spent six years fleeing the Nazis and later became a college professor, author and poet, dies

Holocaust survivor Benno Black dies at age 96

Farewell, Mr. Gnatt. Thank you for the music.

Mysterious Holocaust Survivor’s Skull Given Jewish Burial in California

Newton Holocaust survivor Izzy Arbeiter honored in virtual ceremony for educating young people on genocide

Indiana Holocaust survivor Michael 'Mickey' Kor dies at 95

Holocaust Survivor, Husband Of CANDLES Museum Founder, Mickey Kor, Has Passed Away At 95

Farewell, Mickey Kor; Terre Haute loses ‘the sweetest guy’

Forgiveness: The Story of Eva Kor, Survivor of the Auschwitz Twin Experiments

Elie Wiesel’s son: ‘My father sheltered me quite a bit from knowledge of the Shoah’

Honoring his father’s story, Elisha Wiesel sees fighting anti-Semitism inextricably linked to Zionism

Stone Carving Honoring Holocaust Survivor Elie Wiesel Dedicated at Washington National Cathedral

Holocaust survivor Israel "Izzy" Arbeiter has made a lifelong impact

Hundreds honor Newton Holocaust survivor in virtual ceremony

Joan Ringelheim, scholar of women during the Holocaust, dies at 82

Survivor gives tips on teaching the Holocaust to students

Speaker’s parents survived the Holocaust

My Serbian grandfather was killed during the Holocaust. How he died remained a secret—until now.
The Disturbing Realization That People Love Dead Jews
In ‘Afterlives,’ About Looted Art, Why Are the Victims an Afterthought?
Van Gogh Stolen from Rothschilds by Nazis to be Auctioned in New York
Van Gogh Painting Seized by Nazis Expected to Pull in at Least $20M at New York Auction
Nazi-looted Van Gogh painting could fetch $30 million
Van Gogh Watercolor, Once Seized by Nazis, to be Sold at Auction
Van Gogh's "Wheatstacks," taken by Nazis during WWII, to be auctioned in NYC
The day I got to see Van Gogh’s Nazi-seized ‘Wheatstacks,’ from both sides
How Vincent van Gogh helped Jews break into the world of art — and vice versa
Nazi-Looted El Greco Painting Comes to Christie’s After Return to Heirs of Original Owner
An Upper West Side Family Is Reunited with an Heirloom Bible Hidden during the Holocaust
A New York family is reunited with an heirloom Bible thought lost in the Holocaust
A moving 'reunion' for descendants of Holocaust survivors
Long-Lost Essays Penned by Jewish Teens on Brink of Holocaust Inspires New Book
Gavin Newsom Launches Council To Boost California Holocaust Education
Newsom Launches Holocaust Educational Council At Museum Of Tolerance
California Launches Holocaust Education Council to Counter Hate With ‘Empathy’
California needs to pick Holocaust education or anti-Semitism
Holocaust Memorial, Once at East County JCC, Finds a New Home
U.S. Holocaust Museums are Updating Content and Context
Holocaust Museum using technology to preserve survivor testimonies
Sandy Springs identifies five options for Anne Frank exhibit, Holocaust memorial - Reporter Newspapers & Atlanta Intown
Massachusetts State Senate Passes Bill Requiring Education About Genocide, Amid ‘Misuse’ of Holocaust Language
New York Exhibit Offers Holocaust Remembrance, Education Through Art by Buchenwald Survivor
Virtual Survivor Testimony Exhibit Opens at Holocaust Museum LA
Faces of Arizona
Holocaust survivors, a candy store and the mafia make for unusual family memoir
Violins recovered from Holocaust to be played in special show
Author Speaks to Cedar Hill High School Scholars About the Holocaust
Mayo Doctor's Family History Runs Through The Holocaust
What I learned about my heritage while documenting a Polish Holocaust survivor
‘Speak, Silence’ Review: The Mystery of W.G. Sebald
New illustrated book highlights America’s response to the Holocaust

Jewish YA Books: More Than the Holocaust

The Importance of Holocaust Education

One Woman’s Mission to Rewrite Nazi History on Wikipedia

Books on Holocaust should be balanced with 'opposing' views, Southlake school leader tells teachers
Southlake school leader tells teachers to balance Holocaust books with 'opposing' views
In one Texas district, teachers were told to give 'opposing' views of the Holocaust
Teachers told to offer books with ‘opposing’ Holocaust views

Texas School Official Tells Teachers to Present ‘Opposing’ Views on Holocaust Material Due to State Law
Texas official to teachers: State law requires teaching ‘opposing’ views on the Holocaust

Public outcry follows Texas school administrator's comments about presenting 'opposing' views of the Holocaust
Parents and teachers voice concern at Texas school board meeting after Holocaust remark

Jewish Southlake residents on Holocaust remark: ‘There are not two sides’

Texas schools are being told to teach ‘opposing views’ of the Holocaust. Why? | Francine Prose
Some ideas must be debated, but not historical facts

Holocaust Museum 'Appalled' at Carroll ISD Suggestion That Students Should Get Opposing View to Holocaust
Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum: Statement on Carroll ISD Administrator

There Are No Opposing Views Of The Holocaust

There is no opposing side to Holocaust education

Texas Superintendent Apologizes After Official Calls for “Opposing” Views to Holocaust

Cowboys’ Sham, ‘I have friends who are Holocaust survivors. Tell them it didn’t happen.’

Holocaust education controversy

Texas Holocaust book debate should teach us to stand up and say 'No'

Tensions high at Southlake school board meeting after Holocaust remark

Jewish Students, Parents Address Texas School Board After Directive to Teach ‘Opposing Views’ on Holocaust

Jewish skeptics of critical race theory say Texas Holocaust education incident does not deter them

Jewish critical race skeptics undeterred by Texas Holocaust education incident

Texas Law Risks Promoting Holocaust Denial After School Official Tells Teachers To Cover ‘Opposing’ Views
'I Think That's Very Dangerous': Dallas Holocaust Museum Warns Against Teaching 'Alternative Facts' About Holocaust, Other History
Texas' Holocaust both-sides-ing debacle is scary. Worse? It's already happening.
School administrator's compassionless comments on Holocaust invalidate pain of generations
Meet the Jewish Former Southlake Student Who Spoke Out Against Teaching ‘Two Sides’ of the Holocaust
I was taught the ‘opposing perspective’ of the Holocaust in middle school. I’ll never forget it.
Who Goes Fascist? A Political Psychologist Explains
Why I made a podcast about Father Coughlin
Holocaust Arts Contest entries sought
We asked, you answered: JTA readers’ must-see Holocaust movies
HBO Acquires Barry Levinson’s ‘The Survivor’ About Boxer Harry Haft
HBO picks up film about boxer who escaped Auschwitz death march
Colin Firth Tries to Deceive Nazis in Operation Mincemeat Trailer
How a notorious Nazi almost got a Hollywood biopic — and why Kubrick refused to direct
Albert Speer’s Hollywood moment
Award-winning Israeli doc on camera-hungry Nazi Albert Speer opens in NYC and LA
Exploring A Family's Relationship With The NBA And The Holocaust
Swastika and Star of David Scrawled on Car Windows of Santa Monica College Chabad Rabbi
OpenSea, the largest NFT marketplace, is selling artwork praising Hitler
Vendor Sells Nazi Gear At Motorcycle Rally
Amazon profiting from book referencing ‘alleged extermination of 6 million Jews’
Target: Promoting anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial
Target, Barnes & Noble Halt Sale of Several Holocaust Denial Books After Protest From Jewish Group
Updated: Target Removes Holocaust Denial Books Following CAMERA’s Exposé
Target, Barnes & Noble, and Other Stores Have Pulled This From Shelves
These Major Booksellers Finally Prohibit Holocaust Denial - What Took So Long?
This woman thought a Holocaust diet was a good idea
CEO of Social Media Platform ‘Gab,’ Favored by Neo-Nazi Behind Pittsburgh Synagogue Massacre, Takes Aim at ‘Judeo-Bolshevik’ Society
Neo-Nazi group hangs ‘Vax the Jews’ banner in Austin, Texas just a few blocks from JCC and synagogues
Neo-Nazis Stage Crudely Antisemitic Demonstration Outside Jewish Community Center in San Antonio
Neo-Nazi Recruiters Handed Nine-Year Prison Sentence After Trying to Trigger a Race War
Teenager’s Neo-Nazi Scholarship Sparks Jewish Outcry
Shocking Sign in Pro-Israel State: ‘Honk if You Know the Holocaust is Fake’
Connecticut Public School to Address ‘Pattern of Behavior’ After Swastika Again Found

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join *GSI* and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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